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I Data Concentrator

©2013 Control Microsystems Inc. 
All rights reserved.
Printed in Canada.

Version: 8.05.4

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical
characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This documentation is
not intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of
these products for specific user applications. It is the duty of any such user or integrator to
perform the appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products
with respect to the relevant specific application or use thereof. Neither Schneider Electric nor
any of its affiliates or subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information
contained herein. If you have any suggestions for improvements or amendments or have
found errors in this publication, please notify us.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, without express written permission of Schneider
Electric.

All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when installing and
using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure compliance with documented
system data, only the manufacturer should perform repairs to components.

When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the relevant
instructions must be followed. Failure to use Schneider Electric software or approved
software with our hardware products may result in injury, harm, or improper operating results.

Failure to observe this information can result in injury or equipment damage.

1 Technical Support

Support related to any part of this documentation can be directed to one of the following
support centers.
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Technical Support: The Americas

Available Monday to Friday 8:00am – 6:30pm Eastern Time

Toll free within North America 1-888-226-6876

Direct Worldwide +1-613-591-1943

Email TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com

Technical Support: Europe

Available Monday to Friday 8:30am – 5:30pm Central European Time

Direct Worldwide +31 (71) 597-1655

Email euro-support@controlmicrosystems.com

Technical Support: Asia

Available Monday to Friday 8:00am – 6:30pm Eastern Time (North America) 

Direct Worldwide +1-613-591-1943

Email TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com

Technical Support: Australia

Inside Australia 1300 369 233

Email au.help@schneider-electric.com

2 Safety Information

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with the
device before trying to install, operate, or maintain it. The following special messages may
appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of potential hazards or to
call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a procedure.

The addition of this symbol to a Danger or Warning safety label
indicates that an electrical hazard exists, which will result in personal
injury if the instructions are not followed.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential
personal injury hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this
symbol to avoid possible injury or death.

mailto:TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com
mailto:euro-support@controlmicrosystems.com
mailto:TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com
mailto:au.help@schneider-electric.com
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DANGER

DANGER indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will
result in death or serious injury.

WARNING

WARNING indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, can
result in death or serious injury.

CAUTION

CAUTION indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, can
result in minor or moderate.

CAUTION

CAUTION used without the safety alert symbol, indicates a potentially hazardous
situation which, if not avoided, can result in equipment damage..

PLEASE NOTE

Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified
personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any consequences arising
out of the use of this material.

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction and
operation of electrical equipment and the installation, and has received safety training to
recognize and avoid the hazards involved.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Do not use this product on machinery lacking effective point-of-operation guarding. Lack of
effective point-of-operation guarding on a machine can result in serious injury to the operator
of that machine.

CAUTION

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed.

Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary
holding means used for shipment from all component devices.
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Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in injury or equipment
damage.

Follow all start-up tests recommended in the equipment documentation. Store all equipment
documentation for future references.

Software testing must be done in both simulated and real environments.

Verify that the completed system is free from all short circuits and grounds, except those
grounds installed according to local regulations (according to the National Electrical Code in
the U.S.A, for instance). If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow
recommendations in equipment documentation to prevent accidental equipment damage.

Before energizing equipment:

Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Close the equipment enclosure door.

Remove ground from incoming power lines.

Perform all start-up tests recommended by the manufacturer.

OPERATION AND ADJUSTMENTS

The following precautions are from the NEMA Standards Publication ICS 7.1-1995 (English
version prevails):

Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in the
selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered if such
equipment is improperly operated.

It is sometimes possible to misadjust the equipment and thus produce unsatisfactory or
unsafe operation. Always use the manufacturer’s instructions as a guide for functional
adjustments. Personnel who have access to these adjustments should be familiar with the
equipment manufacturer’s instructions and the machinery used with the electrical
equipment.

Only those operational adjustments actually required by the operator should be accessible
to the operator. Access to other controls should be restricted to prevent unauthorized
changes in operating characteristics.

3 Overview

This document describes the functionality of the SCADAPack E RTU Data Concentrator. The Data
Concentrator is built in the RTU firmware and so standard functionality can be used on SCADAPack E
RTUs in conjunction with the data concentrator facilities.  

The data concentrator facilities include:
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DNP3 Data Concentrator - DNP3 Master protocol (licensing may be required*)

DNP3 RS232 Serial communications

DNP3 PSTN & GSM Dial-in / Dial-out communications with modem pooling

DNP3 Ethernet TCP/IP communications

DNP3 Routing between serial, dial-in/dial-out, and/or Ethernet TCP/IP interfaces

DNP3 Peer to Peer communications

DNP3 Multi-Master operation (licensing required)

Multi-drop 2-wire and 4-wire RS485 communications for DNP3

DNP3 Data Concentrator is enabled by default on SCADAPack 300E RTUs but is limited to 10 devices
and 500 remote points.

*DNP3 Data Concentrator is enabled by default on SCADAPack ES  and  SCADAPack ER RTUs but is
limited to 10 devices and 500 remote points. Licensing is available for an unrestricted number of devices
and points.

SCADAPack ES / SCADAPack ER Remote I/O Master

Ethernet communications

RS232 or Multi-drop 2-wire and 4-wire RS485 communications

Zero Configuration Self-discovery or manual I/O Mapped operation

IEC 60870-5-103 Data Concentrator - IEC60870-5-103 Master protocol (licensing required)

RS232 or Multi-drop 2-wire and 4-wire RS485 communications (where supported by the RTU
hardware)

Modbus, DF1 and other PLC protocols as Master

RS232 or Multi-drop 2-wire and 4-wire RS485 communications for PLC protocols (where supported
by RTU hardware)

PLC Master protocol configuration (via ISaGRAF I/O boards)

Data Concentrator functionality is only activated on SCADAPack E RTUs when
appropriately licensed.

DNP3 Data Concentrator and  IEC60870-5-103 Data Concentrator are licensed separately. 

Requests for licensing can be directed to:

support@controlmicrosystems.com
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4 Basic Features

A SCADAPack E RTU will communicate to external equipment such as SCADAPack E Smart RTU
RTUs, protection relays, power meters, other small RTUs, IEDs, etc.  The data concentrator
configuration includes device communication configurations such as protocol type, polling regimes, time
synchronization, control codes, etc. as well as data mapping. 

The primary features of the data concentrator are as follows:

mapping of controls & inputs between the data concentrator and outstations

integration of remote device event lists with RTU event list

use of configurable serial ports or Ethernet (via TCP/IP) for outstation communications.

communication to multiple outstations supported on same, or different communication channels

quality information from outstation object flags (where available) or status results from
communication with an outstation are to mapped to RTU database point quality

time synchronisation for devices providing time stamped data

communication status’ that can be mapped to SCADAPack E database points (includes outstation
status, protocol status codes, communication counters, etc.)

configurable timeout / retry settings

configurable “health poll type” (protocol dependant) & poll interval after lost communications. 

DNP3 Routing for direct Master Station or maintenance terminal to remote outstation.
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4.1 System Capacity & Typical Architecture

System Capacity
The capacity of the data concentrator facility depends on the hardware type of the SCADAPack E RTU. 
As with many controller devices, the SCADAPack E RTUs has finite processing power, finite memory
and a limit to the DNP3 event buffer space. See Section Data Concentrator Event Buffers  for more
details on the latter.

The number of supported IEDs and mapped points on SCADAPack E RTUs is limited by available
memory and controller performance. 

The initial startup time of the RTU is directly affected by the size of the RTU database.

In addition, the “real-time” performance of the RTU can be affected where there is a significant number of
mapped database points. Other processing requirements of the RTU need to be considered, for
example, IEC61131-3 user application performance.

The following table describes capacity restrictions and suggested limits for database size and number of
slave devices that the Data Concentrator communicates with.

RTU Type
DNP3
Slave

Devices

Database
Points for

DNP3 Slave
Devices

Maximu
m DNP3
Events

IEC60870-5-103
Slave Devices

Database Points
for IEC60870-5-

103 Slave
Devices

SCADAPack ES
100

(Suggested)
15,000

(Suggested)
up to

40,000 *
50 (Suggested)

 2000
(Suggested)

SCADAPack ER
100

(Suggested)
15,000

(Suggested)
up to

40,000 *
50 (Suggested)

 2000
(Suggested)

SCADAPack 300E 10
(Restricted)

500 (Restricted) up to
20,000

20 (Suggested) 500 (Suggested)

* To accommodate RTU databases over 10,000 points in size, the configuration for the number of DNP3
events needs to be lowered, for example, to 10,000 events.

Configurations that are loaded onto a SCADAPack 300E RTU that exceed the above quantities will

generate system status code 3000 (Data Concentrator License Count Exceed).

Typical Architecture
Figure 4.1  illustrates a typical SCADAPack E RTU DNP3 data concentrator architecture. Similar
architectures are also possible for other supported protocols, for example, IEC 60870-5-103.

53

11
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Figure 4.1: Typical Data Concentrator Architecture
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5 Configuration

The SCADAPack E RTU data concentrator behaves as a Master Station to configured outstations, IEDs,
or slaves. The exact nature of the relationship between the data concentrator and the remote devices
depends on the protocol selected.

As a DNP3 Data Concentrator, it performs standard DNP3 master station activities including
integrity polling, event polling, controls, and time synchronization.  

As an IEC 60870-5-103 Data Concentrator, it performs standard IEC 60870-5-103 master station
activities including general interrogation polling, requests for user data (class 1 and class 2), and
time synchronization. 

As a SCADAPack ES or SCADAPack ER remote I/O main RTU, the RTU configures connected
remote I/O units and maps the specified remote points into the main RTU according to the point
mapping in the specified “Remote Points” table. 

The primary interface for configuring the SCADAPack E RTU’s data concentrator is SCADAPack E
Configurator software. Figure 5.1  and Figure 5.2  show examples of the Data Concentrator page
in SCADAPack E Configurator, which has two tables: Remote Devices table, and the Remote Points
table. Each configured remote device has an associated range of binary control and analog status points
(refer to DNP3 Communications Status and Control Points  for more details on these status and
control points).

The “Remote Devices” and “Remote Points” table entries are discussed in the context of the
selected protocol. Some of these configuration fields are not used by the selected protocol and are
“grayed out” if not relevant for the selected protocol.

The “Stop Comms If Buffers Full” check box maps to the STOP_TRENDING_IF_FULL system point
and is relevant to protocols except  SCADAPack ES Remote I/O (discussed in more detail in Section 
STOP_DATA_STORAGE_IF_FULL System Point ).

"Update Points on Successful Command" updates the RTU point database with the controlled value
of a remote point upon receiving the a successful control status in a response from the remote device.
This mode is ON by default. You might choose to turn this mode OFF, for example, if the remote
devices are set to unsolicit their control point states using DNP3 Output Event objects. Similarly it may
be desirable to poll the controlled states along with input states before updating the database.

The "Enable Command Events on IED Control Fail" mode is used to initiate DNP3 Output Command
Events back to the data concentrator's upstream master. Set this mode ON, if  upstream master devices
support DNP3 Output Command Events. Set this mode OFF if not. Enabling this mode allows the data
concentrator to pass on output command events if it receives them from an IED, and allows the data
concentrator to generate its own output command events upon receiving a response with a Control Fail
status from an IED. This can provide upstream masters with more timely information that downstream
controls were unsuccessful.

"DNP3-TCP Keepalive" is a setting used when the data concentrator connects to remote IEDs through
DNP3 TCP/IP. The data concentrator sends DNP3 Link Status requests to devices using TCP transport
(not UDP). This can help to recover from communication stoppages, and can also keep remote TCP
sockets connected. Use of this feature should be balanced against potential increased communication
costs through the regular link status messages generated. The keepalive timer restarts each time DNP3
traffic passes through the TCP socket, so it is fairly usual to set the keepalive time to be longer than the
standard poll rate.

The "Security Response Timeout" sets the duration within which the data concentrator expects a
response to security authentication messages it sends to remote IEDs. DNP3 Secure Authentication

13 14
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message exchanges are typically short, and the data concentrator should recover from the lack of a
response to an authentication message in a timely manner.

The second figure shows the right hand side (scrolled to the right) of the "Remote Devices" table and
the data concentrator configuration fields.

Figure 5.1: SCADAPack E Configurator Data Concentrator Page - left Remote Device columns
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Figure 5.2: SCADAPack E Configurator Data Concentrator Page - right Remote Device columns

Each entry in the “Remote Points” table is associated with a single unique entry in the “Remote
Devices” table. There is a “many-to-one” relationship between entries in the “Remote Points” table and
the “Remote Devices” table, i.e. a single remote device entry can be associated with many remote
point entries. 

Applying Configurations
The data concentrator configurations are only applied when either fully or incrementally reconfiguring the
data concentrator RTU. Changes to the data concentrator configurations require the RTU to be re-
configured. This can be done via the command line interface (given an appropriate configuration file), or
typically by using the SCADAPack E Configurator File | “Write RTU Configuration” menu item or toolbar
button.

Refer to the SCADAPack E Configuration Technical Reference manual and SCADAPack E User
Manual  for more details.
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6 DNP3 Data Concentrator (Master)

The Data Concentrator interface allows the RTU to behave as a DNP3 Master. The SCADAPack E
DNP3 Master Device Profile document details the specific implementation of the DNP3 Master support
in the data concentrator.

The configurations for the DNP3 Slaves devices (in the context of the data concentrator) are entered into
the “Remote Devices” table. The configuration fields for a given entry into the “Remote Devices” table
for a DNP3 Slave device are described in Section Remote Devices . The mapping of DNP3 points in
the DNP3 Slave to points in the Data Concentrator is defined in the “Remote Points” table. The
configuration fields for a given entry into the “Remote Points” table for a DNP3 Slave device are
described in Section Remote Points (Point Map) .

Remote Devices

Remote Points (Point Map)

DNP3 Communications Status and Control Points

DNP3 Outstation Communications & Processing and Confirming Unsolicited Responses

DNP3 Outstation Point Controls

Response to Outstation Internal Indications (IINs)

16

21

16

21

23

27

28

30
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6.1 Remote Devices

The DNP3 outstations that exist as DNP3 slave devices to the Data Concentrator require an entry in the
“Remote Devices” table in the Data Concentrator configuration. This Section details the required fields
for a given entry. The fields are detailed here in the order that they are shown in SCADAPack E
Configurator (Data Concentrator page). 

The Com Port field in the “Remote Devices” table is not utilized for DNP3 Device configurations.

Device Type, Address, Poll Intervals, Application Layer Timeout, & Analog Communications
Status Points

Poll Type

Digital Control Points, Set Time, Poll Error Count, Health Poll Type & Interval, & Multi-
Fragment Support

17

18

20
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6.1.1 Device Type, Address, Poll Intervals, Application Layer Timeout, & Analog Communications
Status Points

Device Type
This field describes the type of the outstation. The possible entries are listed as follows along with their
enumerated values (used in configuration files). Select “DNP3 Device” when using DNP3 Master
protocol.

DNP3 Device
ES Remote I/O
60870-5-103

Address
The Address field describes the DNP3 address of the remote outstation. Data concentrator DNP3
outstation addresses are full DNP network addresses, regardless of which communication channel they
are connected to. Therefore each DNP3 device connected to the RTU data concentrator must
have unique addresses. 

Poll Intervals
There are four Poll interval fields and these are used differently for the different polling strategies. The poll
interval field represents a time interval, the units are in seconds. A poll interval of zero indicates
maximum poll rate for all types, except the Class Poll / Time and Class Poll / Time & IIN types. This
maximum poll rate is 0.1 seconds for SCADAPack ES and SCADAPack ER RTUs, and 1 second for
SCADAPack 300E RTUs. To avoid polling a unit, the poll type needs to be set to “No Poll” (no polling).
See Section Poll Type  for how each poll interval field is used for the individual poll types. 

Application Layer Timeout
This field represents the timeout applied to application layer messages issued to a given outstation, e.g.
class polls requests. The units are in seconds. A zero value would result in the default application layer
timeout being applied, i.e. Complete Fragment Timeout (see the SCADAPack E DNP3 Technical
Reference manual for more details). When the data concentrator is waiting for a response from a DNP3
Slave device, the Application Layer timer is restarted on receiving a data link frame from the particular
outstation. This allows the data concentrator configuration to utilize much smaller application layer
timeouts and yet receive multi-framed responses that actually take much longer than the configured
application layer timeout. 

Analog Communications Status Points
This field determines the start point for the range of analog communications status points. There are 10
derived analog points presented by the SCADAPack E RTUs for communications status for each remote
device used. These points will be created by the data concentrator upon reconfiguration, if they are not
already existing. See Section Analog Communications Status Points  for details on the function for
each individual point. These points may be mapped anywhere in the RTU User analog point space, and
may be mapped out of the way of points from remote devices if desired. 

18

25
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6.1.2 Poll Type

This field describes the particular polling strategy for a given outstation. The possible values are listed as
follows along with a brief description of the polling strategy.

0: No Poll.      This poll type disables this entry in the “remote devices” table, i.e. no polls are issued
and Unsolicited Responses from this device are not confirmed. In order to enable this device, the poll
type has to be changed to a valid poll type, and the SCADAPack E RTU needs to be reconfigured to
effect this change.

1: Background Poll.   This polling strategy uses the “must poll / background poll” strategy, whereby
an integrity poll will be scheduled every must poll interval, irrespective of the communications activity
between the data concentrator and the outstation. The background poll interval is typically set to a
smaller value than the must poll, and if the data concentrator does not communicate with the
outstation for the background poll interval, an integrity poll is scheduled. If the outstation sends an
Unsolicited Response to the data concentrator, the background poll is then rescheduled to occur at a
later time.
This polling strategy uses the poll interval fields as follows

Poll interval 1 – Specifies the background poll interval (seconds)
Poll interval 2 – Specifies the must poll interval (seconds)
Poll interval 3 – Not Used
Poll interval 4 – Not Used

2: Ratio Poll.   This polling strategy represents an event poll / integrity poll ratio. The poll interval fields
for this polling strategy are specified as follows

Poll interval 1 – Specifies the interval between successive polls (seconds)
Poll interval 2 – Specifies how many event polls are issued between successive integrity polls
Poll interval 3 – Not Used
Poll interval 4 – Not Used.

For example, if Poll interval 1=30 and Poll interval 2 = 3, then the data concentrator will schedule a
poll to the outstation every 30 seconds. Every 4th poll interval will be an integrity poll, at other poll
intervals the data concentrator will send an event poll.

3: Class Poll / Time & IIN.   This polling strategy has a configured poll interval for each class poll,
including an integrity poll. The poll interval fields for this polling strategy are specified as follows:

Poll interval 1 – Specifies the class 1 poll interval (seconds)
Poll interval 2 – Specifies the class 2 poll interval (seconds)
Poll interval 3 – Specifies the class 3 poll interval (seconds)
Poll interval 4 – Specifies the integrity poll interval (seconds).

A poll interval value of 0 indicates that the respective class will NOT be polled.  The reception of a
“Class Data available” IIN in an outstation response will invoke an event poll (class 1, 2, and 3) to that
outstation. This poll type was formerly known as a "Separate Class Poll".

4: Static Only Poll.   This polling strategy will only send class 0 polls and will not respond to class
data available Internal Indication Flags (IINs) asserted by the outstation. This mode is  provides a
simplistic multi-master interface for remote RTUs and IEDs not supporting multi-master operation. 
The SCADAPack E data concentrator would receive current values from a device only.  This would
not interfere with a Master communicating with the same device. Any event data received in
Unsolicited Responses will be processed by the data concentrator, and therefore such Unsolicited
Responses will be confirmed. The data concentrator will not enable Unsolicited Responses in the
outstation for this poll strategy.  It is suggested that “Set Time” option described in Section Digital
Control Points, Set Time, Poll Error Count, Health Poll Type & Interval, & Multi-Fragment
Support (Set Time)  below be set to “No” to stop interference with time settings in the remote
device. 

20
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This polling strategy uses the poll interval fields as follows
Poll interval 1 – Specifies the class 0 poll interval (seconds)
Poll interval 2 – Not Used
Poll interval 3 – Not Used
Poll interval 4 – Not Used

5: Class Poll / Time.   This polling strategy is the same as the Class Poll / Time & IIN type, except
that the reception of a “Class Data Available” IIN in an outstation response will be ignored. See the
section Response to Outstation IINs  for more details.30
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6.1.3 Status/Control Points, Set Time, Poll Error Count, Health Poll Type, and  Interval, &
Multi-Fragment Support

Status/Control  Points
This field determines the start point for the range of control points. There are 10 derived control points
presented by the SCADAPack E RTU for specific device controls for each remote device used. These
points will be created by the data concentrator upon reconfiguration, if they are not already existing. See
section Digital Status Points  for details on the function for each individual point. These points may
be mapped anywhere in the RTU User binary point space or analog point space, and may be mapped
out of the way of points from remote devices if desired. 

Time Setting
This field determines whether or not the data concentrator will set the time in the outstation, in response
to “need time” IINs asserted by the outstation. If set to “YES” (or 1), and the “need time” IIN is set in an
outstation response, the data concentrator will send a DELAY MEASUREMENT followed by a TIME
WRITE message to the outstation (object 50 variation 1). 

Poll Error Count
This field determines the number of unsuccessful polls before the outstation is deemed to have “failed
communications” (OFFLINE). 

Health Poll Type
The health poll type is used at startup to initialize communications with an outstation, and is also used
to reestablish communications with an outstation after unsuccessful communications. This field
determines the type of DNP3 message used as the health poll. The possible entries are listed as
follows:

1. Delay Measurement
2. Class 0 Poll
3. Event Poll

Health Poll Rate
This field is used as a “watch time” for OFFLINE outstations.  Health polls (as specified by the Health
Poll Type) will be issued at the health poll ratel until the outstation comes back ONLINE. The units are
in seconds. 

Multi-Fragment Support
This field is used to indicate to the data concentrator as to whether or not the outstation supports multi-
fragment responses. If set to “NO” (or 0), a complete fragment poll response with no “class data available
IIN” set, will invoke a further integrity poll so that all static data is returned to the data concentrator.  Set
this field to “YES” for the SCADAPack E RTUs and other DNP3 devices supporting multi-fragment
responses.

24
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6.2 Remote Points (Point Map)

Every DNP3 Slave Device that is configured in the data concentrator “Remote Devices” table requires
corresponding “Remote Point” (point map) entries. These entries in the Remote Points Table map the
DNP3 points in the outstation to DNP3 points in the data concentrator. 

This section details the required fields for a given entry in the Remote Points table. 

When adding remote point entries in SCADAPack E Configurator, you will be prompted to enter the
Remote Device No. This is the Remote Device row number in the Remote Device Configuration
window. Multiple Remote Point entries are permitted to reference each Remote Device, including
multiple entries of the same remote point type.

Remote Point Type
This field determines the primary type of the points in the outstation. (See SCADAPack E Configuration
Technical Reference manual for more information regarding point types). The possible selections are:

Binary Input

Binary Output

Analog Input

Analog Output

Counter Input

Local Point Number (Local Point No.)
This field determines the start of the local point number range in the data concentrator point space that
the outstation points will map to (for this “remote points” entry only).

The range of local points needs to be created as Input or Output points in the data concentrator RTU's
point database. The points will be created by the data concentrator upon reconfiguration, if they are not
already existing. The use of Input and Output point types allows discrete inputs and outputs to exist in
the same point number space as required by DNP3.

HINT: If Derived points are manually created in the point database for mapping to data concentrator
remote device points, the data concentrator will automatically convert the points to Input or Output
types. If this occurs, the configuration should be read from the RTU into SCADAPack E Configurator in
order to synchronize SCADAPack E Configurator with the modified database point types.

Point Quantity (Point Qty.)
This field determines the number of points mapped from the remote device to the data concentrator for
this “remote point” entry. In conjunction with the “Local Point Number,” the “Point Quantity” determines
the end of the local point range that is used by the data concentrator to map the remote points.

Remote Point Number
This field determines the start of the remote point number range in the outstation (for this “remote points”
entry only).   The points specified by the “Remote Point Number” and “Point Quantity” need to exist in
the remote device.
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HINT:
Where possible, maximize point ranges for the same point type in the remote device to be
continuous.  This will reduce the number of entries in the Remote Point table and improve the
processing efficiency of the RTU data concentrator.
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6.3 DNP3 Communications Status and Control Points

These point ranges in the data concentrator are used to report communications status, and also to
provide specific device control points for a given remote device. There are two point ranges for each
remote device, an analog range and a digital range. The following Sections detail the function of each of
the status and control points.  See Sections Device Type, Address, Poll Intervals, Application Layer
Timeout, & Analog Communications Status Points (Analog Communications Status Points)
and Digital Control Points, Set Time, Poll Error Count, Health Poll Type & Interval, & Multi-
Fragment Support (Digital Control Points)  describing the location of the status and control points.

Digital Control Points

Analog Communications Status Points

17
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6.3.1 Binary Status / Control Points

These points refer to up to 10 binary points in the RTU database. They are used as a Digital Status/
Control point group, configured in the Data Concentrator's Remote Device Configuration record for each
remote device. These points provide an interface to controlling data concentrator communication with the
remote device.

Each individual point described in this Section will be labeled similar to the following: 

Digital Point X

where the actual digital point number is X + the point number configured in the remote device's Binary
Status/Control point or Dig.Status offset field, as described in Section Status/Control Points .

The following control points that are Pulsed controls may be activated via DNP3 CROB commands. The
Operation Type of the CROB can be PULSE_ON or LATCH_ON/LATCH_OFF. If a DNP3 CROB using
the LATCH_ON operation type is issued, it should be followed by a separate DNP3 CROB LATCH_OFF
command to reset the point. For both PULSE_ON and LATCH_ON/LATCH_OFF controls to a Pulsed
control point, it is recommended that the point remain in the active state for at least 200 ms to confirm
detection of the "positive edge".

Digital Point 0: In Service / Out of Service Control Point (Latched)
This is a control point that can be used to either bring the outstation online (into service by enabling the
outstation) or to manually put the outstation offline (out of service by disabling the outstation). 

When this digital point is in the ON state (logic 1), the appropriate outstation is put online.

When this digital point is in the OFF state (logic 0), the appropriate outstation is put offline.

When remote devices are put offline, the data concentrator does not initiate communications with the
relevant outstation, and the value of the Outstation Status point (see the Section Analog Point 3:
Outstation Status ) is OUTSTATION DISABLED. 

Digital Point 1: Force Event Poll (Pulsed)
Pulsing this point with a “positive edge” transition will invoke an event poll (class 1, 2, and 3) to the
relevant outstation.

Digital Point 2: Force Integrity Poll (Pulsed)
Pulsing this point with a “positive edge” transition will invoke an integrity poll (class 1, 2, 3, and 0) to the
relevant outstation.

Digital Point 3: Force Warm Restart (Pulsed)
Pulsing this point with a “positive edge” transition will invoke a DNP3 Warm Restart request to the
relevant outstation.

Digital Point 4: Force Cold Restart (Pulsed)
Pulsing this point with a “positive edge” transition will invoke a DNP3 Cold Restart request to the relevant
outstation.

20
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6.3.2 Analog Communications Status Points

These points refer to up to 10 analog points in the RTU database. They are used as an Analog Status/
Control point group, configured in the Data Concentrator's Remote Device Configuration record for each
remote device. These points provide an interface to controlling data concentrator communication with the
remote device.

Each individual point described in this Section will be labeled similar to the following:

Analog Point X

where the actual analog point number is X + the point number configured in the remote device Ana.
Status analog status/control point offset as described in Section Status  / Control Points

Analog Point 0: Poll Counter
The poll counter point indicates the number of ONLINE polls previously issued to the outstation, i.e. polls
of the type determined by the remote device “poll type” configuration, as well as any other forced polls.
This poll count does not include health check polls that are issued after a device is determined to be
OFFLINE. The poll count value can be reset by sending an analog output control to this point (e.g. from
a DNP3 master).

Analog Point 1: Poll Response Error Counter
The poll error counter point indicates the number of unsuccessful polls to a particular outstation, i.e. the
number of polls issued with no response. Unlike the poll counter status point, this poll error count does
include  unsuccessfulhealth check polls. This value can be reset by sending an analog output control to
this point (e.g. from a DNP3 master).

Analog Point 2: Unsolicited Response Counter
This Unsolicited Response counter point indicates the number of unsolicited responses received by the
data concentrator from a given outstation. NUL Unsolicited Responses are included in this count. This
point can be reset by sending an analog output control to this point (e.g. from a DNP3 master).

Analog Point 3: Outstation Status
This point represents the current status of the outstation as seen by the data concentrator. The possible
values are listed as follows:
0: OUTSTATION NOT FOUND

1: FINDING OUTSTATION
(waiting on response to initial health check poll, i.e. health poll type)

2: INITIALISING OUTSTATION
(response received to health check poll. Data concentrator is
configuring the outstation)

3: FAILED COMMUNICATIONS  

(unsuccessful number of poll requests as specified in Section 
Digital Control Points, Set Time, Poll Error Count, Health Poll
Type & Interval, & Multi-Fragment Support (Poll Error Count)
)

4: OUTSTATION ONLINE
5: OUTSTATION DISABLED (filled DC event buffers or manually set OUT OF SERVICE).

 

Analog Point 4: Last Reported Internal Indication Flag (IIN)T
he last reported IIN point (Internal Indications) stores the recently received IIN from a particular
outstation. The IIN is included in every application layer response received from the outstation and is
used to indicate to the DNP master specific outstation information, not necessarily related to the
preceding request. The IIN is a 16-bit field, where each of the bits are assigned and well defined.  See
the DNP3 Protocol Description and SCADAPack E DNP3 Technical Reference manual for a complete
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description of the IIN bits.  The RTU Series data concentrator uses the remote device IIN as described in
Section Response to Outstation Internal Indications (IINs) .

Analog Points 5, 6, 7, and 8: Poll Countdown Timers
There are four countdown timers that correspond to the poll intervals detailed in the Section Device
Type, Address, Poll Intervals, Application Layer Timeout, & Analog Communications Status
Points (Poll Intervals) . These points report the time left in seconds before the implied poll type is
rescheduled. Once the relevant poll is rescheduled, the count down timer point is restored with the poll
interval value.

30
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6.4 DNP3 Outstation Communications & Processing and Confirming Unsolicited
Responses

DNP3 Outstation Communications
In conjunction with the data concentrator configurations detailed in Section Configuration , the DNP
Network table of the RTU is used by the data concentrator for communications with DNP3 Slave devices
and needs  to be updated with the necessary information (communications interfaces, connection
numbers, etc).  This provides the data concentrator with knowledge of the link required to communicate
with the outstations. This also allows an external DNP3 Master to directly contact the DNP3 outstations
if required, i.e. the RTU data concentrator can route messages to remote outstations (and hence the
requirement for outstation address uniqueness).  For example, remote configuration can be performed via
the RTU data concentrator if the relevant outstation supports this.  

Processing and Confirming Unsolicited Responses
The data concentrator confirms NUL Unsolicited Responses and non-NUL (data-filled) Unsolicited
Responses from outstations that have been configured in the data concentrator. If a NUL or non-NUL
Unsolicited Response is received from a DNP device that the data concentrator does not “know of”, the
Unsolicited Response is not confirmed because the event data can not be processed by the data
concentrator. Unsolicited Responses for a configured “static only” poll device are processed and
confirmed. 

If the data concentrator event buffers overflow, the polling of the outstations may be suspended. See
Section Data Concentrator Event Buffer Overflow  for more details. Under these circumstances,
non-NUL Unsolicited Responses from known configured devices are not confirmed*. This is because the
event data may not be processed by the data concentrator, and subsequently the responsibility for
buffering events can then be distributed across the data concentrator and the outstations. Once the data
concentrator event buffers are no longer overflowing, outstation polling resumes and any subsequent non-
NUL Unsolicited Responses from known configured devices are processed and confirmed.

* Does not apply to SCADAPack ES Remote I/O.  That is non-NUL Unsolicited Responses from
SCADAPack ES Remote I/O units are confirmed and processed.

12
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6.5 DNP3 Outstation Point Controls

When controls are issued to data concentrator points that are mapped to outstation points (as per the
data concentrator configuration), the data concentrator will invoke the appropriate control to the relevant
outstation. On receiving such control requests, (e.g. from the SCADA master), the data concentrator will
delay sending the response to the SCADA master until the response is received by the data
concentrator from the outstation. This checks that the correct response is sent to the SCADA master.
This functionality is only applicable for control requests to a single point.  

For controls to the data concentrator containing multiple points in the same control request, the
response to the SCADA master is issued based on the capability of the data concentrator to forward the
request to the relevant outstation. e.g.. if a relevant outstation is on-line and the point quality for the point
to be controlled is good, then a successful response is returned to the requestor for that control object.
Subsequent outstation polls will update the point values and qualities affected by the controls, in this
instance.  Multiple single point controls are sent to the relevant outstation(s) upon reception by the data
concentrator of a multiple point control. 

The request function code received by the data concentrator is “passed on” to the outstation, i.e. 
SELECT, OPERATE, DIRECT OPERATE, etc.

The value and quality of the mapped point in the data concentrator is updated appropriately on response
from the outstation. A unsuccessful outstation request will result in the relevant data concentrator points
going OFFLINE, i.e. the IO NOT RESPONDING property (and therefore the POINT IS FAILED property)
of the relevant configuration points are set.

Where mapped outstation points are under ISaGRAF CONTROL (i.e. attached to an output board in
ISaGRAF), the transition of an outstation status point to an ONLINE state, will invoke an update of the
ISaGRAF output value (in the data concentrator) to the specific remote point on the outstation. This
helps ensure data integrity / consistency for ISaGRAF controlled points when the relevant outstation has
been restarted and/or replaced.

Analog Output Block Controls
When the data concentrator receives either 16-bit or 32-bit integer analog output block controls that are
mapped to outstation points, the data concentrator behaves in the following way.  The variation of the
received DNP3 analog output block object does not affect the control sent to the remote outstation.
Rather:

If the controlled value is between –32768 and +32767, a 16-bit integer analog output block control is
issued to the relevant outstation.
If the controlled value is outside the range –32768 and +32767, a 32-bit integer analog output block
control is issued to the relevant outstation.

Floating point analog output block controls received by the data concentrator results in the issuing of
floating point analog output block controls to the relevant outstation.

Binary Controls - CROB (Control Relay Output Block)
CROB controls to points that are mapped to outstation points are relayed to the appropriate outstation
with the same control code and function code as received in the original request. Requests received with
either TRIP/PULSE ON or CLOSE/PULSE ON control codes are handled such that the outstation
response updates the value in the data concentrator mapped point as LATCHED ON state.

The SCADAPack E RTU firmware supports complementary control functions on a single DNP index
such that a TRIP/PULSE ON request to the specified index maps to a specific relay output (or point)
and a CLOSE/PULSE ON to the same index maps to another different relay output (or point). This
requires configuration of the Trip/Close Partner Point attribute for the relevant binary points. Consult the 
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SCADAPack E RTU Configuration Technical Reference for more information. 
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6.6 Response to Outstation Internal Indications (IINs)

The data concentrator will respond to selected Internal Indication (IIN) bits. The exact response is
dependant on the particular IIN set and the configured polling strategy of the particular outstation. The
specific IINs are listed as follows

class 1 data available

class 2 data available

class 3 data available

time synchronization required

device restart

event buffer overflow.

Class Data Available IINs
For polling strategies except the “Static Only” and "Class Poll / Time" poll types the reception of a
“Class Data Available” IIN in an outstation response will invoke an event poll (class 1, 2, and 3) to that
outstation. For “Static Only” and "Class Poll / Time"  poll types, the reception of a “Class Data Available”
IIN in an outstation response will be ignored.

Time Synchronization Required IIN
The reception of a “Time Synchronization Required” IIN in an outstation response will be acknowledged
only if the "Set Time” field of the “Remote Device Configuration” is set to YES. This acknowledgement
involves a delay measurement message and a time write message. If the “Set Time” field of the “Remote
Device Configuration” is set to NO, the “Time Synchronization Required” IIN will be ignored.

Device Restart IIN
The reception of a “Device Restart” IIN in an outstation response, will invoke an appropriate restart
sequence to the particular outstation. This restart sequence is dependent on the “remote device”
configuration in the data concentrator for the particular outstation, though typically will involve the
following messages

health check poll (as determined by “remote device” configuration)

DISABLE UNSOLICITED RESPONSE message

clear restart IIN message

delay measurement (if Set Time field in “remote device” configuration set to YES)

time write (if Set Time field in “remote device” configuration set to YES)

scheduled poll (as determined by “remote device” configuration)

ENABLE UNSOLICITED RESPONSE message (non “static poll” types only).

Event Buffer Overflow IIN
For polling strategies except the “Static Only” poll type, the reception of an “Event Buffer Overflow” IIN in
an outstation response, will invoke an event poll and then an appropriate restart sequence to the
particular outstation. This restart sequence is dependant on the “remote device” configuration in the data
concentrator for the particular outstation, and is described in Section Response to Outstation Internal
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Indications (IINs) (Device Restart IIN) . For “Static Only” poll types, the reception of an “Event Buffer
Overflow” IIN in an outstation response will be ignored.

30
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7 SCADAPack ES Remote I/O

The SCADAPack ES Remote I/O functionality may be used without any configurations specified in the
data concentrator whereby a predetermined point mapping is used to map the Remote IO points into
SCADAPack ES or SCADAPack ER data concentrator local points (not supported for SCADAPack
300E). Consult the SCADAPack ES Remote I/O Technical Reference manual for more details on
predetermined point mapping and for more information on the SCADAPack ESRemote I/O mechanism. 

Alternatively, the data concentrator configuration interface may be used to map only selected points in a
SCADAPack ES Remote I/O unit, or to map the remote points to local point numbers other than
specified by the predetermined (auto-configuration) mapping.

This Section details the Remote Device and Remote Points configurations in the data concentrator that
are relevant for “Remote I/O” device types. 

If configurations are used for the SCADAPack ES Remote I/O RTUs (in the context of the data
concentrator), these are entered into the “Remote Devices” table. The configuration fields for a given
entry into the “Remote Devices” table for a Remote I/O unit are described in Section Remote Devices

.  The mapping of DNP3 points in the Remote I/O unit to points in the Data Concentrator is defined in
the “Remote Points” table. The configuration fields for a given entry into the “Remote Points” table for
a Remote I/O unit are described in Section Point Map .

33
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7.1 Remote Devices & Remote Points (Point Map)

Remote Devices
The Remote IO RTUs that are grouped with the Data Concentrator (as a main RTU) will have an entry in
the “Remote Devices” table in the Data Concentrator configuration. This entry is not required if auto-
detection (auto-configuration) of the Remote IO RTU is being used. The data concentrator will add an
entry for the appropriate Remote IO RTU (if one does not already exist) if detected by the data
concentrator. 

This section details the required fields for a given entry. These fields are detailed here in the order that
they are shown in SCADAPack E Configurator (Data Concentrator page). The Poll Type field is not
used for SCADAPack ES Remote I/O device types, where a background / must poll strategy is used.

Only the following fields in the “Remote Devices” table entries are relevant for Remote IO
configurations

Device Type

Device Address

Device Type
The Device Type field describes the type of outstation. The possible entries are listed as follows along
with their enumerated values (used in configuration files). Select Remote I/O when using SCADAPack
ES Remote I/O functionality.

DNP3 Device

Remote I/O

60870-5-103

Address
The Address field for Remote IO device types specifies the hex switch offset of the Remote IO RTU from
the Data Concentrator (as a main RTU). 

Consider the following example: 

Data Concentrator hex switch setting = 20 (hex)
Remote IO RTU hex switch setting = 2B (hex).

The hex switch offset of the Remote IO RTU from the main is B (hex), i.e. 2B – 20. The decimal value of
this offset is entered in the Address field, i.e. Address = 11.

The valid range for the Address field for Remote I/O device types is 1- 15. Remote IO Unit addresses
will not interfere with other DNP3 device addresses.

Remote Points Configuration (Point Map)
Every Remote I/O unit that is configured in the data concentrator “Remote Devices” table requires
corresponding “Remote Point” (point map) entries. The description of each field for a given entry that
corresponds to a Remote I/O unit is the same as that documented for “DNP3 Device” device types (see
Section Remote Points (Point Map) ). 21
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8 IEC 60870-5-103 Data Concentrator (Master)

The Data Concentrator interface allows the RTU to behave as an IEC 60870-5-103 Master. The
SCADAPack E IEC 60870-5-103 Master Interoperability document details the specific implementation of
the IEC 60870-5-103 Master support in the data concentrator.

The configurations for the IEC 60870-5-103 Slaves devices (in the context of the data concentrator) are
entered into the “Remote Devices” table. The configuration fields for a given entry into the “Remote
Devices” table for an IEC 60870-5-103 Slave devices are described in the Section Remote Devices .
The mapping of “information object” identifiers in the IEC 60870-5-103 Slave to points in the Data
Concentrator is defined in the “Remote Points” table. The configuration fields for a given entry into the “
Remote Points” table for IEC 60870-5-103 Slave devices are described in Section  Remote Points
(Point Map) . 

Remote Devices

Remote Points (Point Map)

60870-5-103 Communications Status and Control Points

60870-5-103 Breaker Controls
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8.1 Remote Devices

Each IEC 60870-5-103 Slave device to be polled by the Data Concentrator requires an entry in the “
Remote Devices” table in the Data Concentrator configuration. This Section details the required fields
for a given entry. These fields are detailed here in the order that they are shown in SCADAPack E
Configurator (Data Concentrator page). 

Note that the following fields in “Remote Devices” table entries are not utilized for IEC 60870-5-103
Device configurations

Poll Type

Poll Rates 2, 3, and 4

Application Layer Timeout

Poll Error Count

Health Poll Type

Multi-fragment Support

Device Type, Poll Intervals, Digital Control Points, & Health Poll Interval

Address, Com Port, Analog Communications Status Points, & Set Time
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8.1.1 Device Type, Poll Intervals, Binary Status/Controls, and Health Poll Interval

Device Type 

This field describes the type of the outstation / slave device. The possible entries are listed as follows
along with their enumerated values (used in configuration files). Select 60870-5-103 when using IEC
60870-5-103 Master functionality.

DNP3 Device

Remote I/O

60870-5-103

Poll Intervals
There are four Poll interval fields for each “Remote Device” entry, i.e., Poll Rate 1, 2, 3 and 4. The
60870-5-103 device only uses “Poll Rate 1”, which is used to determine the General Interrogation poll
interval (in seconds). If the RTU detects a zero value for this field, the default value of 900 seconds (as
recommended by the IEC International Standard 60870-5-103) will be used instead.

If the Data Concentrator configuration contains points mapped into IEC 60870-5-103 Generic Services
 ranges, the General Interrogation poll will be immediately followed with a General Interrogation of

Generic Data (GGI) poll.

Binary Status/Controls
This field determines the start point for the range of binary status/control points. There is only 1 derived
binary point for 60870-5-103 devices and this point will be created by the data concentrator upon
reconfiguration, if it does not already exist. See the section Digital Communications Control Points

 for details on the function of this point. This point may be mapped anywhere in the RTU user binary
point space, and care should be taken so that it does not overlap the point space for mapping remote
points (identified in the “Remote Points “ configuration). The binary point number is shown and configured
in the Binary Status/Control Point field, or Dig.Status offset field in the Data Concentrator's Remote
Device Configuration table.

Health Poll Rate
The health poll rate is specified in seconds and is used as a “watch time” for unsuccessful slave devices.
Once an IEC 60870-5-103 slave device is considered to be OFFLINE the RTU sends “Reset Frame
Control Bit” messages at the nominated “health poll rate”. If the RTU detects a zero value for this field,
the default value of 10 seconds is used instead. 

46
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8.1.2 Address, Com Port, Analog Communications Status Points, & Set Time

Address
The SCADAPack E RTU IEC 60870-5-103 Master functionality requires that the Common Address and
the Data Link  Address of the 60870-5-103 slave device are the same. This single address for the 60870-
5-103 slave device is entered into the Address field.  The valid range for the Address field for an IEC
60870-5-103 device types is 0-254.

Com Port
The Com Port field determines which RTU serial port is to be used for communications to the 60870-5-
103 slave device. The corresponding serial Port Function needs to be set to “60870-5-103 M” for correct
operation.

Analog Communications Status Points
This field determines the start point for the range of analog communications status points. There are 4
derived analog points presented by the  SCADAPack E RTU for communications status for each remote
device used. These points will be created by the data concentrator upon reconfiguration, if they are not
already existing. See Section Analog Communications Status Points  for details on the function for
each individual point. These points may be mapped anywhere in the RTU user analog point space, and
care should be taken so that there is no overlapping the point space for mapping remote points
(identified in the “Remote Points “ configuration). 

Set Time
This field determines whether or not the data concentrator will set the time in the slave device. If set to
YES, the SCADAPack E RTU will perform a time synchronization after each successful General
Interrogation poll.
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8.2 Remote Points (Point Map)

Every IEC 60870-5-103 Slave device that is configured in the data concentrator “Remote Devices” table
requires at least one “remote point” (point map) entry. 

These entries in the “Remote Points” table map the information object identifiers in the IEC 60870-5-103
slave to DNP3 points in the data concentrator. 

This Section details the required fields for a given entry in the “Remote Points” Table. When adding
remote point entries in the SCADAPack E Configurator, you will be prompted to enter the Remote
Device No. This is the Remote Device row number in the Remote Device Configuration window. These
fields are detailed here in the order that they are shown in SCADAPack E Configurator (Data
Concentrator page).  Multiple entries are permitted for each Remote Device, including multiple entries of
the same remote point type.

Remote Device No., Point Type, Local Point No. and Point  Qty fields are set in the same way as DNP3 
Remote Points .

The Point Range entries for IEC 60870-5-103 Analog Inputs are restricted to a point quantity of 1.

The following fields specify the IEC 60870-5-103 information object identifier (specified in the slave
device):

Function Type  

Information Number

Element Index

The "Generic Data Range" check box allows the user to map the specified point range into an IEC
60870-5-103 Generic Services range. See:

Generic Data

Generic Data Writes

Figure 8.1  shows the dialog presented to the user in SCADAPack E Configurator for Analog Inputs.
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Figure 8.1 Add Point Range Dialog - IEC 60870-5-103 Slave (Analog Input)

The Point Range entries for other point types may specify a point quantity of 1 or greater, and the
information object identifier (specified in the slave device) needs to be entered into the following fields

Function Type 

Information Number

Element Index

If a point quantity is greater than 1, the Information Number is increased accordingly for each successive
point.

e.g. consider the “Remote Points” entry as shown in  Figure 8.2  for Digital Inputs. This entry
specifies the following information

Point Type = Digital Input

Local Point No. = 7001

Point Quantity = 4

Function Type = 93

Information Number = 154.

The point mapping that would result from this configuration is detailed as follows

Digital Input 7001 (in DC) maps to Function Type 93 : Information Number 154 (in Slave)

Digital Input 7002 (in DC) maps to Function Type 93 : Information Number 155 (in Slave)

Digital Input 7003 (in DC) maps to Function Type 93 : Information Number 156 (in Slave)

Digital Input 7004 (in DC) maps to Function Type 93 : Information Number 157 (in Slave).

Figure 8.2: Add Point Range Dialog - 60870-5-103 Slave (Digital Input)

When the entry is displayed in the “Remote Points” table in SCADAPack E Configurator, the Function
Type and Information Number fields are displayed collectively as Rem. Point No. (2 columns with a
single heading)

39
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See:

Point Type, Local Point Number, Quantity

Remote Point Number, Function Type, Information Number & Element Index  

Breaker Controls

Generic Data

Generic Data Writes
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8.2.1 Point Type, Local Point Number, Point Quantity

Point Type
This field determines the primary point type of the information object identifiers in the slave (remote
device), and also determines the point type of the mapped points in the RTU. (See the SCADAPack E
Configuration Technical Reference manual for more information regarding point types). The possible
entries for IEC 60870-5-103 devices are:

Digital input (DI) – used for mapping Time-Tagged Messages or Generic Data  reads

Digital Output (DO) – used for Breaker Controls  or Generic Data  writes

Analog input (AI) – used for mapping Measurands or Generic Data  reads

Analog Output (AO) – used for Generic Data Writes

Local Point Number
This field determines the start of the local point number range in the data concentrator point space that
the slave information object identifiers will map to (for this “remote points” entry only). This range of
points needs to be identified as “Physical” points in the data concentrator and will be created by the data
concentrator upon reconfiguration, if they are not already existing. The use of physical point types allows
discrete input and outputs to exist in the same point number space.

Point Quantity
This field determines the number of objects (points) mapped from the remote device to the data
concentrator for this “remote point” entry. In conjunction with the “Local Point Number”, the “Point
Quantity” determines the end of the local point range that is used by the data concentrator to map the
remote objects (points).

8.2.2 Remote Point Number, Function Type, Information Number & Element Index

Remote Point Number
This configuration field is broken into multiple sections for 60870-5-103 point mapping:

Function Type

Information Number

Element Index

OR (if Generic Data  Range is selected)

GIN Group
GIN Index

These comprise the primary fields for the object information identifier specified by the IEC 60870-5-103
international standard. Element Index required for indexing into Measurands is described in the Section
Element Index .
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Function Type

The IEC 60870-5-103 protocol does not provide a single "point index" like other protocols. Rather a piece
of data in a -103 device consists of two parts: a Function Type (FUN) and Information Number  (INF).
Both these pieces of information are required to address a point of -103 data. 

The numeric range of values for Function Type is defined the IEC 60870-5-103 international standard. The
following is a list of numbers provided in the IEC 60870-5-103 international standard as guidelines, but 
the actual numbers used in configurations are specific to each type of device. The device
manufacturer provides this information.

Semantics of FUNCTION TYPE
<128> := distance protection t(z)
<129> := not used
<144> := not used
<145> := not used
<160> := overcurrent protection I>>
<161> := not used
<176> := transformer differential protection ∆I

T

<177> := not used
<192> := line differential protection ∆I

L

<193> := not used
<208> := not used
<209> := not used
<224> := not used
<225> := not used
<240> := not used
<241> := not used
<254> := generic function type GEN
<255> := global function type GLB

Typical device documentation extends this set of function types. For example, one manufacturer of
relay devices uses function type 240 for breaker controls, 101 for I/O controls, neither of which are
described by the standard.

Numbers not in the list from the standard are private extensions of the device manufacturer. The
information regarding what is implemented for a specific device needs to be obtained from the
device vendor. As a result, the SCADAPack E configuration for IEC60870-5-103 point mapping
provides this as a configurable number.

Information Number

Information numbers in IEC 60870-5-103 form part of the object information. Information numbers are
independent in the Monitor and Control directions and address a specific point of data for the given 
Function Type . 
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Information Numbers used in configurations are specific to each type of device. See device
manufacturer information for details.

Element Index
This field is only used for IEC 60870-5-103 to index into the received Measurand data and map the
indexed value to the SCADAPack E analog point specified by the Local Point Number field. The Element
Index is 0-based.

The  SCADAPack E Configurator also uses the Element Index column to indicate a Point Range
that is mapped into an IEC 60870-5-103 Generic Data  range.
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8.2.3 Breaker Controls

DNP3 CROB controls received from a DNP3 Master station are translated into IEC 60870-5-103 “General
Command” controls. This command is typically used for circuit breaker controls to -103 Protection
Relays.

A DNP3 Trip/Close CROB Command sent to a Digital Output Point that is mapped to a -103 Remote
Point will cause a -103 “General Command” to be forwarded to the slave device.  A DNP3 Close/Pulse
On command is mapped to a -103 “General Command” with a “Double Command” value of ‘ON’.  A
DNP3 Trip/Pulse On command is mapped to a -103 “General Command” with a value of ‘OFF’.

In the example below in Figure 8.3  the DNP3 Digital Output Point no. 101 will be mapped to -103
“General Command” with Function Type 240, Info. No. 160.

The RTU will not map an inbound DNP3 CROB Latch_On, Latch_Off or Null/Pulse_On control to an IEC
60870-5-103 General Command.  

The RTU will not forward an inbound DNP3 CROB control to an IEC 60870-5-103 General Command
unless the Slave device is on-line. In this case the RTU’s DNP3 CROB response code will be 06
(HARDWARE_ERROR).

Figure 8.3: Add Point Range Dialog - IEC 60870-5-103 Slave (Digital Output)

The configuration in Figure 8.3 Add Point Range Dialog - IEC 60870-5-103 Slave (Digital Output)
shows an example configuration for a Siemens SIPROTEC 4 or 7SJ531 relay for a Breaker Control
function using the private range of data units and command transmission protocol from IEC 60870-5-5. 
The Siemen's implementation uses Function Type 240, Information Numbers 160 to 164 with a COT of
20.

More details can be found in the document, Siemens Siprotec - Additional Information for users of the
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IEC 60870-5-103 Communication Interface in SIPROTEC Protection Relays.  PTD EA 13, September
2005.
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8.2.4 Generic Data

Generic Services were introduced in IEC 60870-5-103 in order to provide a mechanism to transmit data
of any type and format, without having to constantly define new explicit ASDU types.  The format
provides the ability to both read & write the values of data.  The term "generic" implies that all data
accessible through the generic services can be accessed in the same way, although the content and
meaning will vary from device to device.

In order to access the generic data within an IEC 60870-5-103 slave device, the data is structured as a
directory where each item of generic data is stored in a single directory entry.  The directory entries are
identified by a unique Generic Identification Number (or GIN).  The GIN's are specified as a two-byte
number, the first byte describing the Group of related entities and the second byte describing the Index
within the group. The system is very flexible as no particular meaning is associated with any specific
group number.

Generic services are a totally separate and parallel set of point ranges to the "standard" IEC 60870-5-
103 objects specified by Function Type and Information Number.

Entries in the “Remote Points” table map the GIN identifiers in the IEC 60870-5-103 slave device to
DNP3 points in the data concentrator. DNP3 physical point types may be mapped into generic services.

The Add Point Range Dialog  shows the dialog presented to the user in SCADAPack E
Configurator if the "Generic Data Range" is checked.

Add Point Range Dialog - IEC 60870-5-103 Slave (Generic Data)

The Point Range entries for point types may specify a point quantity of 1 or greater, and the GIN
(specified in the slave device) need to be entered into the following fields

GIN Group (0 - 255)

GIN Index (0 - 255)

If a point quantity is greater than 1, the GIN Index is increased accordingly, e.g. consider the “Remote
Points” entry as shown in the Add Point Range Dialog  for Analog Inputs. This entry specifies the
following information

Point Type = Analog Input

Local Point No. = 7001

Point Quantity = 4

GIN Group = 128
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GIN Index = 48

The point mapping that would result from this configuration is detailed as follows:

Analog Input 7001 (in DC) maps to GIN Group 128 : Index 48 (in Slave)

Analog Input 7002 (in DC) maps to GIN Group 128 : Index 49 (in Slave)

Analog Input 7003 (in DC) maps to GIN Group 128 : Index 50 (in Slave)

Analog Input 7004 (in DC) maps to GIN Group 128 : Index 51 (in Slave).

When the entry is displayed in the “Remote Points” table in SCADAPack E Configurator, the GIN
Group and GIN Index fields are displayed collectively as Rem. Point No. (2 columns with a single
heading).

The Remote Point Type  Section describes each field of the “Remote Points” table entry in detail.

The SCADAPack E RTU currently supports the following subset of IEC 60870-5-103 Generic Services:

Type ID: 10 (Generic Data)

Function Type: 254 (Generic Function Type)

Information Number: 244 (read value or attribute - monitor direction)

Information Number: 250 (write entry with execution - control direction)

Kind of Description (KOD): 1 (Actual Value)

Generic Data Description (GDD): 3 (Unsigned Integer)

Generic Data Description (GDD): 4 (Signed Integer)

Generic Data Description (GDD): 7 (Short Real)

Generic Data Description (GDD): 8 (Real IEEE 754)

Generic Data Description (GDD): 9 (DPI - Digital Inputs & Outputs)

Generic Data Description (GDD): 12 (Measurand with Quality)

When generic data ranges are added, the  SCADAPack E Configurator Remote Points Configuration will
appear similar to the following example:
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 SCADAPack E Configurator Remote Points Configuration showing Generic Data ranges
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8.2.5 Generic Data Writes

 A DNP3 CROB or Analog Output control received from a DNP3 Master station may be translated into
an IEC 60870-5-103 “Generic Data Write” control. This command is typically used for reading or writing
set points or control actions on devices such as transformers.

A DNP3 Latch_On or Latch_Off CROB (g12v1) Command sent to a Digital Output Point that is mapped
to a -103 Generic Data Point will cause a -103 “Generic Data Write” to be forwarded to the slave device
using a Generic Data Description (GDD) value of  9 (DPI). 

A DNP3 Analog Output Command sent to an Analog Output Point that is mapped to a -103 Generic
Data Point will cause a -103 “Generic Data Write” to be forwarded to the slave device. A DNP3 g41v1 or
g41v2 control will be sent to the slave using a GDD value of 4 (Signed Integer). A DNP3 g41v3 control will
be sent to the slave using a GDD value of 7 (Short Real).

In the example below in Add Point Range Dialog , the DNP3 Analog Output Point no. 7101 will be
mapped to -103 “Generic Data Write” with GIN Group  128: Index 49.

The RTU will not forward an inbound DNP3 CROB Trip/Pulse On, Close/Pulse On or Null/Pulse On to an
IEC 60870-5-103 Generic Data point.

The RTU will not forward an inbound DNP3 CROB or Analog control to an IEC 60870-5-103 Generic Data
Write Command unless the Slave device is on-line. In this case the RTU’s DNP3 CROB response code
will be 06 (HARDWARE_ERROR).

Add Point Range Dialog - IEC 60870-5-103 Slave (Analog Output)
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8.3 IEC 60870-5-103 Communications Status Points

These point ranges in the data concentrator are used to report communications status, and also to
provide specific device control points for a given remote device. 

There are two point ranges for each remote device, an analog range and a digital range. 

The following sections detail the function of each of the status and control points.  See Sections 
Address, Com Port, Analog Communications Status Points, & Set Time (Analog Communications
Status Points)  and Device Type, Poll Intervals, Digital Control Points, & Health Poll Interval
(Digital Control Points)  describing the location of the status and control points.

Analog Communications Status Points

Digital Communications Control Points
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8.3.1 Analog Communications Status Points

Each individual point described in this Section will be labeled similar to the following:

Analog Point X: where the actual analog point number is X + the point number configured in the remote
device “analog communication status point” as described in Section Address, Com Port, Analog
Communications Status Points, & Set Time (Analog Communications Status Points) .

Analog Point 0: General Interrogation Poll Counter
The GI poll counter point indicates the number of General Interrogation polls issued to the slave device.
This GI poll count value can be reset by sending an analog output control to this point.

Analog Point 1: Message Response Error Counter
The Message Response Error counter point indicates the number of unsuccessful messages to a
particular slave device. This includes GI polls as well as link layer messages issued by the driver, e.g.
“Reset Frame Count Bit”,   “... Request User Data Class 1” and “... Request User Data Class 2”. This
value can be reset by sending an analog output control to this point.

Analog Point 2: Not Used
This point is not used by the Data Concentrator for IEC 60870-5-103 remote devices.

Analog Point 3: Slave Status
This point represents the current status of the slave device as seen by the data concentrator. The
possible values are listed as follows:

0 SLAVE NOT FOUND
3 SLAVE OFFLINE (FAILED COMMUNICATIONS)
4 SLAVE ONLINE
5 SLAVE DISABLED

Analog Point 4: Not Used
This point is not used by the Data Concentrator for IEC 60870-5-103 remote devices.

Analog Points 5: General Interrogation Poll Countdown Timer
This countdown timer reports the time left in seconds before the next General Interrogation Poll is to be
issued. Once the GI poll is rescheduled, the count down timer point is restored with the GI poll interval
value.
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8.3.2 Binary Communications Control Points

There is only a single binary control point for an IEC 60870-5-103 remote device. The point number of
this single control point is the Binary Status/Control Point value specified in the Remote Device
Configuration (see Section Binary Status / Controls ) or Dig.Status field in the Remote Device
Configuration table.

In Service / Out of Service Control Point (Latched)
This is a binary control point in the RTU database that can be used to either bring the slave device online
(into service by enabling the slave) or to manually put the slave offline (out of service by disabling the
slave). 

When this binary point is in the ON state (logic 1), the appropriate slave is put online.

When this binary point is in the OFF state (logic 0), the appropriate slave is put offline.

When remote devices are put offline, the data concentrator does not initiate communications with the
relevant slave, and the value of the Slave Status point is set to a value if 5 (SLAVE DISABLED). 
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9 Data Concentrator Event Buffers

The data concentrator has finite DNP3 event buffer space.  The SCADAPack E RTUs have a default
event storage configuration of 5,000 DNP3 events (total for mixed event types). This event storage
quantity can be configured as required, up to a maximum for the particular controller type.

For very large RTU point databases, it may be necessary to decrease the configured event storage to
provide extra memory for the database.

Table 9.1: RTU Maximum Event Data Storage

RTU Type Maximum Event Storage Capacity

SCADAPack ES 40,000

SCADAPack ER 40,000

SCADAPack 300E 20,000

STOP_DATA_STORAGE_IF_FULL System Point

Data Concentrator Event Buffer Overflow
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9.1 STOP_DATA_STORAGE_IF_FULL System Point

Table 9.2: Event Data Storage System Point

Point Name Point Type Point Number

STOP_DATA_STORAGE_IF_FULL Binary 50304

If the DNP3 event buffers become filled, the STOP_DATA_STORAGE_IF_FULL binary system point is
checked to determine whether or not older events are over-written and discarded by newer events.

If the STOP_DATA_STORAGE_IF_FULL point is set (ON), and the SCADAPack E data concentrator
DNP3 event buffers are filled, any new DNP3 events generated by the data concentrator will be
discarded. The data concentrator event buffers will be declared as overflowing and the data
concentrator will suspend communications with configured remote devices (except  5000 Series Remote
I/O devices). This process is described in the Section Data Concentrator Event Buffer Overflow .

If the STOP_ DATA_STORAGE _IF_FULL point is clear (OFF), and the event buffers are filled, any new
DNP3 events (generated by the data concentrator) will over-write the oldest events in the buffer. The data
concentrator will maintain communications with configured remote devices.

The default mode for the STOP_ DATA_STORAGE _IF_FULL point is the OFF condition.
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9.2 Data Concentrator Event Buffer Overflow

As noted in Section STOP_DATA_STORAGE_IF_FULL System Point , the event buffers are
deemed to be overflowing if the DNP3 event buffers are filled and the STOP_DATA_STORAGE
_IF_FULL system point is set (ON). Under these circumstances, the data concentrator suspends
communications with configured outstations. This is discussed in the following Sections according to the
particular protocol.

DNP3

IEC 60870-5-103
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9.2.1 DNP3

The suspension of communications to a DNP3 slave is detailed as follows:

a DISABLE UNSOLICITED RESPONSES message is issued to all configured DNP3 slave
outstations (except for  “static only poll” types).

outstation polling is suspended. 

The Outstation Status point for each configured remote devices is set to OUTSTATION DISABLED
(enumerated value = 5).

non-NUL Unsolicited Responses will not be confirmed** and received event data will not be
processed. 

mapped points in the data concentrator for that outstation will be set to OFFLINE, i.e. 
POINT_IS_BAD and POINT_IS_FAILED point properties set to TRUE.

 ** 5000 Series I/O is not impacted, and SCADAPack ES Remote I/O data is processed and confirmed.

DNP3 Unsolicited Response outstation event data is not processed and confirmed by the data
concentrator in this scenario, and subsequently the responsibility for historic data storage is distributed
across the DNP3 outstations.

Once the SCADA master commences retrieving events from the data concentrator, the outstation
communications may be resumed. The criteria for a resumption of outstation communications, is that
the DNP3 event buffers need to be below 80% full. When this condition is met, the following occurs:

outstation polling is resumed (detailed as follows) 

an appropriate startup communications sequence is issued to configured outstations. This typically
will involve the following messages:

o health check poll (as determined by “remote device” configuration)

o delay measurement (if Set Time field in “remote device” config set to YES)

o time write (if Set Time field in “remote device” config set to YES)

o scheduled poll (as determined by “remote device” configuration).

o an ENABLE UNSOLICITED RESPONSES message is issued to outstations (except for  “static

only poll” types).

outstation status will be determined from the result of the appropriate startup communication
sequence.

once the outstation has completed its startup communications sequence, mapped points in the data
concentrator for that outstation will be set to ONLINE, i.e. POINT_IS_BAD and POINT_IS_FAILED
point properties will be set to FALSE. Any necessary updates to the point quality properties will be
carried out in the course of processing poll responses. 
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9.2.2 IEC 60870-5-103

The suspension of communications to an IEC 60870-5-103 slave is detailed as follows

slave polling is suspended. 

The Outstation Status point for each configured remote devices is set to SLAVE DISABLED
(enumerated value = 5).

mapped points in the data concentrator for that slave device will be set to OFFLINE, i.e. 
POINT_IS_BAD and POINT_IS_FAILED point properties set to TRUE.

Once the SCADA master commences retrieving events from the data concentrator, the outstation
communications may be resumed. The criteria for a resumption of outstation communications, is that
the DNP3 events buffers must be below 80% full. When this condition is met, the following occurs:

outstation polling is resumed (detailed as follows) 

an appropriate restart sequence is issued to configured slave devices. This typically will involve the
following messages

o Reset Frame Count Bit Message

o General Interrogation Poll

o Time Write (if Set Time field in “remote device” config set to YES)

slave status will be determined from the result of the appropriate restart sequence.

mapped points in the data concentrator for that outstation will be set to ONLINE, i.e. 
POINT_IS_BAD and POINT_IS_FAILED point properties set to FALSE. Any necessary updates to
the point quality properties will be carried out in the course of processing poll responses.
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10 Data Concentrator Control

Table 10.1: Data Concentrator Control System Points

Point Name Point Type Point Number

DATA_CONCENTRATOR_READY Binary 50269

DISABLE_DATA_CONC_AT_STARTUP Analog 50363

A read-only Binary System point (Data Concentrator Ready) at binary point 50269 indicates the current
state of the data concentrator.  At RTU startup, the “Data Concentrator Ready” point will not become
TRUE (ON) until the data concentrator has received appropriate responses (to startup messages) or
timeouts from each configured outstation / slave device.

The Analog System point (Disable Data Concentrator at Startup) at analog point 50363 may be used to
inhibit the data concentrator on RTU startup. When disabled, the Data Concentrator does not generate
any outbound messages for outstations / slave devices. For DNP3 outstations, the data concentrator will
NOT confirm any Unsolicited responses received from DNP3 outstations (forced polls may still be
issued).

An ISaGRAF application may be used to enable/disable the data concentrator using the RTUPARAM
Function Block. 

If the Data Concentrator becomes disabled due to an ISaGRAF request, local mapped points are
not marked as “IO Not Responding”, as would normally be the case for points mapped to a non-
responding slave.  The “Data Concentrator Ready” point state shall be set to FALSE (OFF). 

When the Data Concentrator is re-enabled by ISaGRAF request, outstation / slave status points
are set to NOT_FOUND (enumerated value = 0).  Their status will then updated appropriately according
the response of the startup procedure. For possible values of the OUTSTATION / SLAVE status point,
refer to the Sections describing OUTSTATION / SLAVE status for the particular protocol.

When the data concentrator restart sequence is complete (i.e. the data concentrator has determined the
ONLINE / OFFLINE status for each configured outstation / slave device) , the “Data Concentrator Ready”
point state will be set to TRUE (ON).

ISaGRAF DC_POLL Function Block
An ISaGRAF application can force the Data Concentrator to send a Class 0 poll to configured DNP3
outstations in order to update the local database with a current image of IED point values.  The
DC_POLL Function Block would be used to send this request. This function block is only relevant for
remote devices types identified as “DNP3 Device”.

Figure 10.1:  DC_POLL Function Block

This functionality works irrespective of the current enabled / disabled state of the data concentrator. The
DC_POLL Function Block will raise its CNF output when the IEDs polled have responded or timed out. If
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the DC_POLL request is issued while the data concentrator is disabled, IED poll responses will not
generate local events in the data concentrator. See the SCADAPack E ISaGRAF Function Blocks
Reference Manual for further details.
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